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Expertise built on engineering excellence 
and owner operator asset experience

We are independent of 
equipment and component 

suppliers, giving us freedom 
to choose the best solution 

for clients

We are a one-stop shop 
offering a broad range of 
services that work closely 
together, reducing complexity 
and risk for clients

Our background as an asset 
owner/operator gives us 

deep understanding of the 
energy industry and our 

clients’ needs

Expertise based on experience
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Asking the right Questions.

Why is financial optimisation important?



1. Government of Netherlands,  2. WindPowerOffshore.com,  3. OffshoreWind.Biz



• This is where the industry is operating – competitive bid 
structures are assessed against financial measures.

• This is much more closely aligned to a company’s bottom 
line – your project will be assessed against a financial 
metric internally 

• Holistic approach – drives effective communication

• We don’t get the same final layout!

Financial Optimisation
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Squeezing your Data…

…Creating value from analytics.



So lets see how this can work in practise:

• North Sea site

• Fixed substation location

• Neighbouring wind farm

• Buildable area is sub-divided

• 400MW maximum capacity

• Next generation turbines 

Case Study



Case Study

• Optimise for LCoE

• Start from a ‘traditional layout’ but it is 
quickly apparent that the optimal solution 
is of a different form



• Final layout is not the same as a yield optimised 
solution

• Balancing of cost vs. production has driven a 
reduction in CAPEX €14.5m in this case study

• CableArchitect has been used to provide a full cable 
solution

Case Study



• During the optimisation we produce 
something of the order of 40k layouts which 
are evaluated

• These are stored and can be evaluated later

• Historically this information is thrown away 
but exploration of this data can provide 
significant value-add

• Lets have a look at how Uniper is generating 
value from this data

Case Study



Is the best actually the best?

• Analysis of the results allow us to generate 
groups of similar layouts

• Rather than a single layout we can now 
generate a suite of good layouts

Benefits Example: Provides greater flexibility 
to the project team – providing choices that all 
deliver high returns

Further Analytics



Are there common behaviours between 
layouts?

• Again let use the information that we have 
gathered to assess common turbines 
locations.

• Rank order of turbines in a layout based on 
confidence that they will move

Benefits Example: Support geotechnical 
investigations – reduce risk by starting with 
those that are likely to be in your final layout.

Further Analytics

Rank ID

1 WTG08

2 WTG03

3 WTG03

4 WTG12

5 WTG31

6 WTG43

7 WTG27

8 WTG35

9 WTG20

10 WTG25



Are all turbine locations equal?

• Are some turbine locations strongly 
associated with our optimisation objective

• Rank order of turbines in a layout based on 
‘impact’ on LCoE

Benefits: Supports discussion with consultees
– know the locations that are worth fighting for 
and those that we can give ground on.

Further Analytics



• Uniper’s WindArchitectTM & CableArchitectTM have been used to analyse a wind farm and 
explore the impact and importance of moving away from yield based optimisation

• Financial optimisation delivers substantial benefits to project development – both through 
process improvement and value creation

• Analytics & Data Driven Decisions

Conclusions

Come talk to us…


